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A B S T R A C T

Attractive political candidates receive more votes on Election Day compared to their less attractive competitors.
One well‐cited theoretical account for this attractiveness effect (White et al., 2013) holds that it reflects an adap-
tive psychological response to disease threats. Voters are predicted to upregulate preferences for attractiveness
because it constitutes a cue to health. The global COVID‐19 pandemic constitutes an ecologically relevant and
realistic setting for further testing this prediction. Here, we report the results from six tests of the prediction based
on two large and nationally representative surveys conducted in Denmark (n=3297) at the outbreak of the pan-
demic and one year later. Utilizing experimental techniques, validated individual difference measures of per-
ceived disease threat and geographic data on COVID‐19 severity, we do not find that disease threats like the
COVID‐19 pandemic upregulate preferences for attractive and healthy political or non‐political leaders.
Instead, respondents display heightened preferences for health in socially proximate relations (i.e. colleagues).
Moreover, individuals who react aversively to situations involving risks of pathogen transmission (scoring high
inGermAversion) report higher importance of awide range of leadership traits, rather than for health and attrac-
tiveness in particular. Results are discussed in relation to evolutionary accounts of leadership and followership.
The COVID‐19 crisis has caused widespread implementation of
comprehensive and hitherto unprecedented government regulation
of citizen mobility and freedom of assembly, affecting the daily routi-
nes of hundreds of millions of citizens across the globe. According to
recent research on the behavioral immune system, disease threats like
COVID‐19 also hold great potential for affecting human social behav-
ior and attitudes across a wide range of domains (Hartman et al., 2020;
Schaller, Murray, & Bangerter, 2015; Schaller, 2016; Tybur,
Lieberman, Kurzban, & DeScioli, 2012). In this article, we focus on
one such domain: leader preferences.

A vast number of studies find that leaders and political candidates
benefit from evoking a positive first impression based on their physical
appearance (Antonakis & Dalgas, 2009; Antonakis & Eubanks, 2017;
Giacomin & Rule, 2020; Little, 2014; Todorov, 2017; Todorov,
Olivola, Dotsch, & Mende‐Siedlecki, 2015). In particular, physical
attractiveness is shown to positively affect candidates’ electoral suc-
cess (e.g. Berggren, Jordahl, & Poutvaara, 2010; Rosar, Klein, &
Beckers, 2008; Laustsen, 2014). One popular explanation for this effect
is the so‐called “attractiveness halo effect”: the tendency to ascribe
positive attributes to attractive individuals (Langlois et al., 2000;
Verhulst, Lodge, & Lavine, 2010). However, recent evolutionary
accounts of leadership and followership—sometimes referred to as
adaptive followership psychology—offer an alternative explanation
for followers’ preferences for attractive leaders (e.g. Van Vugt, 2006;
von Rueden & van Vugt, 2015; Laustsen, 2021). A central premise of
these theories is that humans evolved to prefer different individuals
as their leader depending on the kinds of problems confronting their
group. In particular, anthropological records as well as experimental
studies reveal that followers generally prefer more masculine, domi-
nant and strong leaders in contexts characterized by intergroup con-
flict (Laustsen & Petersen, 2015, 2016, 2020). Likewise, human
followership psychology might also react to other evolutionarily
recurring problems and contexts, causing specific trait preferences in
leaders. One type of evolutionarily relevant context that could have
molded human followership psychology is situations of disease threats
such as the COVID‐19 pandemic. Based on such evolutionary
rationales, White et al. (2013) suggest that followers might not prefer
attractive individuals because of a “halo effect.” Rather, they prefer
erences
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attractive leaders as a consequence of evolved psychological mecha-
nisms related to disease avoidance and followership. Following this
line of reasoning, White et al. (2013) predict that because attractive-
ness constitutes a cue to health, preferences for attractive leaders—
and political candidates—will also increase as a function of disease
threat. Moreover, because “group members are relatively more depen-
dent on leaders than on other group members,” White et al. (2013: p.
2430) predict that preferences for health and attractiveness rise more
in leaders than in other social categories when disease threats inten-
sify. Importantly, White et al. (2013) find support for their prediction
across four studies using both experimental primes and geographical
variance in disease threat as well as different outcome measures.

In this article, we test whether the results from White et al. (2013)
generalize and replicate in relation to the disease threat instilled by the
COVID‐19 pandemic. Originally, White et al. (2013) tested their theory
and its predictions in relation to macro‐level indicators of pathogen and
disease threat (Study 1 in White et al. (2013)), verbal depictions in a
disease‐threat story (Studies 2 and 3), and visual cues of disease threat
through photos (Study 4). Because we wanted to test the theory con-
cretely in connection with the ongoing global pandemic, we tested
whether experimental treatments priming the COVID‐19 pandemic
(compared to control conditions asking subjects to think of pre‐ and
post‐COVID‐19 times) would also cause heightened preferences for
attractive and healthy leaders. In other words, we aimed to test
White et al. (2013) theory at the height of a global health crisis, thus
maximizing its ecological relevance. Moreover, our studies also con-
tribute in other important ways to uncovering and testing how disease
threats potentially mold leader preferences. First, we report results
from experimental studies conducted with well‐powered, large and
representative samples of Danish citizens. That is, in contrast to the
original studies by White et al. (2013), we move beyond the use of rel-
atively small convenience samples, permitting us to test the key theo-
retical prediction on more diverse, heterogeneous and much larger
samples. Second, testing the theory—that disease threats upregulate
preferences for attractive leaders—outside the US setting directly
addresses its generalizability across countries with different histories
of disease threat, institutional settings and political systems. Finally,
to supplement our experimental conditions and geographical indicators
of disease threat, one of our surveys included a measure of subjects’
Perceived Vulnerability to Disease (Duncan, Schaller, & Park, 2009)
—a key individual difference capturing perceived vulnerability to
infectious diseases. Consequently, we can test whether subjects display
stronger preferences for attractive and healthy leaders the more vulner-
able they perceive themselves in connection to disease threats.

Below, we first provide an overview of our available data sources,
consisting of two surveys composed of various experimental tests con-
ducted at two different time points during the COVID‐19 pandemic.
Next, we report key results obtained across our six tests. Finally, the
general discussion addresses the total amount of evidence for the claim
that disease threat upregulates preferences for attractive leaders, both
in concrete connection with the COVID‐19 pandemic and in general,
and discusses theoretical implications of the results.
Overview of data, studies and tests

To test the prediction that disease threats like the COVID‐19 pan-
demic might upregulate preferences for attractive and healthy leaders,
we conducted two surveys, each containing two different survey
experiments as well as data on local variation with respect to
COVID‐19 severity. Both surveys were based on large and representa-
tive samples of the adult (ages 18–65) Danish population, collected in
collaboration with the Danish polling company Epinion. This section
describes the time at which our surveys were in the field, discusses
2

Denmark as the test country for the theoretical prediction, and pre-
sents how the different experiments contained in Surveys 1 and 2 com-
prise a solid point of departure for testing whether the threat from
COVID‐19 enhances preferences for attractive and healthy leaders.

Timing of data collection

The two surveys were fielded at two different points in time during
the COVID‐19 pandemic. Survey 1 was collected during the early weeks
of the first shutdown of Danish society, beginningMarch 13, 2020. This
lockdown involved sending non‐essential public employees home and
closing educational institutions to curb the initial spread of coron-
avirus. In the following week a ban on public meetings of more than
10 people was introduced, with bars and restaurants also closing down.
Survey 1 was collected from March 20 to 27, 2020, and in this period
additional restrictions were introduced and existing restrictions were
extended. Testifying to the perceived severity of the situation, our sub-
jects reported an average of 8.5 on a 0–10 scale (10 reflecting “Most
severe threat in my lifetime”) when asked how severely they perceived
the threat from coronavirus. Survey 2 was conducted one year later,
from March 20 to 31, 2021. At this time, the second shutdown of Dan-
ish society had been in place for several months, beginning December
18, 2020. Comparatively, this second lockdown reflects a qualitatively
different setting, with Danes in Survey 2 reporting a lower perceived
threat from coronavirus (average of 7.4, same scale as above). Further-
more, the second shutdown was characterized by increased political
polarization related to the necessary level of restrictions, and a growing
public fatigue caused by limited mobility, restrictions on gatherings,
etc. (Lindholt & Petersen, 2021). In total, the two settings surrounding
Surveys 1 and 2 comprise a solid combination for testing how the dis-
ease threat from COVID‐19 possibly affects leader preferences. While
Survey 1 permits us to test the role of immediate threat responses, Sur-
vey 2 makes it possible to test the long‐term consequences of living
with constant disease threats and corresponding restrictions.

Despite the described strengths of these settings for testing the the-
oretical prediction, one potential challenge is also worth considering.
As described in detail below (see “Experimental Tests and analyses
across surveys 1 and 2”), our experiments involve random assignment
of respondents to disease threat conditions (asking them to think of the
COVID‐19 crisis) or control conditions. However, the omnipresence of
the COVID‐19 threat surrounding our data collections might cause us to
obtain null results (i.e. negligible differences between disease threat
and control conditions) even if the theory is in fact correct. To ensure
our ability to test this possibility, experiments in Survey 2 included
manipulation checks of perceived risks in direct connection to disease
threat conditions (because of length restrictions on Survey 1, such
manipulation checks were not included). Moreover, if we were to
obtain null effects across our experiments and such results were caused
by the omnipresent COVID‐19 threat, then we should expect exagger-
ated preferences for attractiveness and health in leaders across our dif-
ferent tests. Hence, despite the possibility that the COVID‐19 pandemic
pre‐treated our subjects to hold exaggerated disease threat perceptions,
we see the presence of the COVID‐19 crisis as a strength rather than a
weakness of our research design. As reported above, subjects in both
surveys were clearly aware of risks related to disease spread, and thus
our studies permit us to test how well White et al. (2013) prediction
that disease threat upregulates preferences for attractive and healthy
leaders generalizes to the context of the global COVID‐19 pandemic.

Denmark as test country

White et al. (2013) tested how disease threats affected preferences
for attractive and healthy leaders among American subjects who
directly elect political leaders based on first‐past‐the‐post electoral sys-



2 Importantly, some of the pre‐registered hypotheses involve multiple testing (e.g.
predicting importance ratings of both health and attractiveness in Tests 1 and 4).
Reassuringly, for these pre‐registered hypotheses, substantial conclusions reported
throughout the article remain unchanged when applying Bonferroni adjustments for
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tems; that is, the candidate who receives the largest vote share wins the
election. In addition to testing the prediction concretely in connection
with the COVID‐19 pandemic, we also move the test to another institu-
tional setting. Denmark employs a proportional electoral system in local
and national elections, in which each party nominates a series of candi-
dates in each municipality/district. The party then receives the number
of seats in the district that correspond to its vote share. Next, a party dis-
tributes its seats to candidates in accordance with personal votes.1 Con-
sequently, Danish voters choose to vote for either a party or a candidate
from a party (in this case, the vote first counts at the party level and sub-
sequently at the candidate level within the party). According to Statistics
Denmark, approximately 50 and 75 percent of voters cast a personal vote
in national and local elections, respectively. Thus, while Danish elections
are probably less candidate‐centered than American elections, Danes do
to a large degree vote for specific candidates. Testifying to a growing
focus on political personas, the Danish National Election Study also
includes ratings of party leaders in recent election surveys (data and sur-
veys are online available via www.valgprojektet.dk). That is, political
candidates play a major role in Danish elections, attracting voters to or
repelling them from the parties they represent. Moreover, recent studies
also find that candidates’ visual appearances—as measured by facial
attractiveness, competence and dominance—matter in Danish elections
(Laustsen & Petersen, 2016, 2020; Laustsen, 2014) as well as in electoral
contests resembling the Danish (Berggren et al., 2010; Rosar et al., 2008).
In sum, based on these characteristics of the Danish electoral system and
prior findings regarding appearance effects on electoral outcomes, we
believe Denmark constitutes a valuable case for testing whether disease
threats upregulate preferences for attractive and healthy political leaders.
Moreover, to further test the scope of the theory outside the domain of
politics, we follow White et al. (2013) and test whether the COVID‐19
pandemic also affects preferences for attractiveness and health in non‐
political leaders. For these tests, political institutional differences
between the United States and Denmark seem less relevant.

Experimental tests and analyses across surveys 1 and 2

Below, we report the results from six tests across two surveys, each
of which contain two experiments. In the experiments, subjects were
randomly assigned to either a disease threat condition—asking them
to consider the ongoing threat from COVID‐19—or a control condition
not priming coronavirus. The six tests cover two distinct time periods
and real‐world contexts related to COVID‐19. Tests 1–3 cover the
immediate threat reaction following the first shutdown of Danish soci-
ety. Tests 4–6 cover the situation one year later during the second
shutdown, characterized by political disagreement and citizen fatigue.
In each of the two surveys, one experiment explores subjects’ explicit
preferences for attractiveness and health in leaders (Tests 1 and 4) and
another investigates subjects’ subtle and implicit preferences for
attractive leaders (Tests 2 and 5). The six tests also cover trait prefer-
ences related to political (Tests 1, 2 and 4) and non‐political leaders
(Tests 4 and 5). Finally, our surveys permit us to test the role played
by individual differences in perceived disease threat in explaining lea-
der trait preferences (Tests 4 and 5) as well as the role played by geo-
graphic variation in COVID‐19 risks (Tests 3 and 6). Taken together,
we believe that this package constitutes a solid empirical point of
departure for detecting any meaningful effects of COVID‐19 threat
on preferences for attractive and healthy leaders.

Following recent trends and recommendations in the social
sciences for openness and transparency (Antonakis, 2017; Nosek
et al., 2019; Open Science Collaboration, 2015), we pre‐registered
our hypotheses using the Open Science Framework platform (Survey
1: https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/7mjzh/?view_only=
1 However, some parties depart slightly from this procedure. For more detailed
information on the Danish electoral system see Blom‐Hansen, Elklit, Serritzlew, and Riis
Villadsen (2016).
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e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%
26action=download%26mode=render; Survey 2: https://mfr.osf.io/
render?url=https://osf.io/mkvt7/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9
789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download
%26mode=render). Unless otherwise noted, results follow the pre‐
registrations. Throughout our analyses we employ an alpha‐level of
5 percent following standard practices.2 Finally, all statistical tests were
conducted using Stata 14, while figures were created using R 4.0.2.
Test 1: Disease threats and desired leadership characteristics at
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic

Method

Design: Test 1 investigated subjects’ preferences for attractiveness
and health in a Danish prime minister when they were reminded of
the COVID‐19 crisis and when they were not during the first lockdown
of Danish society (March 20 to 27, 2020). Importantly, we contrasted
this test with a similar test of preferences for attractiveness and health
in a colleague. Consequently, Test 1 sheds light on whether the
COVID‐19 pandemic enhances preferences for attractiveness and
health in leaders in particular or whether, instead, such preferences
reflect wider social preferences across various relations. Specifically,
we conducted a 2 × 2 between‐subjects design, with subjects ran-
domly assigned to state their trait preferences in a Danish prime min-
ister or a colleague (target conditions) in either a COVID‐19 or a
control condition (context conditions). In addition to rated importance
of attractiveness and health, subjects also rated the importance of com-
petence, trustworthiness, dominance and power. Only predictions for
attractiveness and health were pre‐registered, but we also briefly
report results for the remaining traits.

Participants. We surveyed 1782 Danes representative with respect
to age (>18 years old; M = 49.9, SD = 18.5), gender (51.9 percent
females), and geographical region. The Danish polling company Epin-
ion fielded the survey among their financially compensated panelists.
The sample size was determined based on budgetary constraints and is
approximately eight times larger than the largest sample employed by
White et al. (2013). With a 7‐point scale employed as dependent vari-
able and assuming a 1.8 standard deviation, we can capture the follow-
ing effects with 90% power in a 2 × 2 design: effects as small as 0.3
scale points for main effects, a difference of 0.4 comparing two indi-
vidual groups, and interaction effects of about 0.6 (see SOM S.1 for
sample descriptives).3

Procedure. Participants were instructed to state the perceived
importance of six traits in a prime minister or a colleague. Importantly,
we randomly introduced the task to subjects by highlighting the dis-
ease threat related to the COVID‐19 crisis (in brackets below). Specif-
ically, the instruction read, “Below you see a set of questions regarding
how important you find different characteristics to be in a Danish
prime minister/colleague [in relation to the ongoing crisis caused
by the spread of coronavirus]. Please read the different statements
below and indicate how important you find each of the mentioned
characteristics. [During the present infection crisis,] it is important
that a Danish prime minister/colleague is…” Responses were collected
on 1–7 scales reflecting “Not at all important” and “Very important,”
respectively. Across conditions, the rated importance of health
multiple testing.
3 Replication data and command files for Survey 1 is available via the Open Science

Framework: https://osf.io/fzh8v/. Importantly, this article reports the results from Test 1,
2 and 3 in detail, while Laustsen (2021) also refers to the results as part of a larger review
of the literature on context‐sensitive trait preferences in leaders.

https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/7mjzh/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download%26mode=render
https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/7mjzh/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download%26mode=render
https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/7mjzh/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download%26mode=render
https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/mkvt7/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download%26mode=render
https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/mkvt7/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download%26mode=render
https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/mkvt7/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download%26mode=render
https://mfr.osf.io/render?url=https://osf.io/mkvt7/?view_only=e9cce66c1a56466eb9789b9daf4e9332%26direct%26mode=render%26action=download%26mode=render
https://osf.io/fzh8v/


Fig. 1. Average rated importance of six traits in prime minister and colleague in Test 1 with 95 percent confidence intervals.
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(M = 5.65, SD = 1.44) was approximately twice as large as for attrac-
tiveness (M = 2.67, SD = 1.80).4

Results and discussion

For attractiveness we found an non‐significant negative difference
between rated importance of attractiveness in a prime minister in the
COVID‐19 compared to the control condition (b = ‐0.12, SE = 0.12,
p = 0.330). These results largely replicated when we predict prefer-
ences for health in a prime minister with a negative and non‐
significant difference (b = −0.16, SE = 0.10, p = 0.097). That is,
these results do not support the prediction that the COVID‐19 pandemic
upregulates preferences for attractive and healthy leaders. Although
not pre‐registered, we also tested whether the COVID‐19 condition
changed the rated importance of competence, trustworthiness, domi-
nance and power, but all tests yielded non‐significant differences
between the COVID‐19 and control conditions (ps > 0.05). Average
ratings across all traits are provided across conditions in Fig. 1.

Although importance of leader attractiveness and health did not
increase as a function of disease threat, we still formally tested
whether the COVID‐19 condition enhances preferences for attractive-
ness and health more strongly in a prime minister compared to a col-
league. Predicting attractiveness importance from assigned target
condition, context condition and their interaction, we found a positive
and non‐significant interaction (b = 0.29, SE = 0.17, p = 0.090).
Next, we also predicted health importance from assigned target condi-
tion, context condition and their interaction. This revealed a signifi-
cant and strong negative interaction (b = ‐0.75, SE = 0.13,
p < 0.001). In other words, the COVID‐19 condition caused subjects
to weight health much more when evaluating a colleague than a prime
minister. This pattern is primarily caused by a very strong effect of the
COVID‐19 condition on importance of health in a colleague (b = 0.59,
SE = 0.09, p < 0.001), corresponding to a medium‐sized effect with
Cohen’s d = 0.43 (see SOM S.3 for full models). In addition, explora-
tory analyses for the remaining traits found positive and significant
interactions between target condition and context condition for com-
4 Because the underlying theory for our predictions builds on attractiveness being a cue
to health, we tested whether ratings of the traits were correlated. The correlation is
significant for both targets and also substantially strong for prime minister: rcol-
league=0.07, p=0.031; rPrime Minister=0.33, p<0.001. See SOM S.2 for correlations across
all six trait ratings separately for the two targets.

4

petence (b = 0.41, SE = 0.10, p < 0.001) and trustworthiness
(b = 0.26, SE = 0.08, p = 0.002), and non‐significant interactions
for power and dominance (ps > 0.05). For both competence and trust-
worthiness, the positive interaction is driven by the reduced impor-
tance of the traits in the COVID‐19 compared to the control
condition for a colleague (see SOM S.4 for full models for competence,
trustworthiness, power and dominance).

Across the reported analyses, three main patterns stand out. First,
the non‐significant (and negative) effect of the COVID‐19 condition
on the importance of attractiveness and health in a prime minister
does not support the underlying theoretical rationale when tested in
connection with the COVID‐19 pandemic. Second, comparing the
effect of the COVID‐19 condition for the prime minister and colleague
targets, respectively, provides further support against the notion that
COVID‐19 shapes perceived importance of attractiveness in leaders
in particular. While the COVID‐19 condition only non‐significantly
affected perceived importance of attractiveness and health in a prime
minister, it significantly moved the importance of attractiveness (neg-
atively) and health (positively) in a colleague. Thus, while Test 1 did
not support the theoretical expectation, the analyses revealed that sub-
jects did react to the COVID‐19 condition, given that the rated impor-
tance of health in a colleague was significantly higher in the COVID‐19
condition compared to the control condition. A related concern is that
the omnipresence of the COVID‐19 pandemic surrounding our experi-
ment had already heightened preferences for health and attractiveness
in leaders from the outset. This does not seem to be the case, with the
rated importance of prime minister attractiveness and health around 3
and 5.5 (on 1–7 scales), respectively. These results suggest that the
experimental null findings for prime minister ratings are likely not
caused by failed manipulation of disease threat in our experiment,
nor by exceptionally high preferences for an attractive and healthy
prime minister caused by the general COVID‐19 situation outside
our experiment. Third, the non‐significant results from the exploratory
analyses for rated importance of competence, trustworthiness, domi-
nance and power in a prime minister further suggest that the
COVID‐19 condition generally did not greatly affect prime minister
trait preferences.

Because Test 1 relied on explicitly stated preferences for attractive-
ness in a political leader, it is possible that social desirability bias may
dampen subjects’ inclinations to express such preferences explicitly.
Test 2 therefore investigates whether the COVID‐19 pandemic height-
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ens preferences for attractive leaders using a more subtle manipulation
of attractiveness through visual appearance.
Test 2: disease threats, candidate facial attractiveness and
competence evaluations at the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic

Method

Design: Test 1 found no support for upregulated importance of
attractiveness and health in leaders as a function of disease threat.
However, it could be that asking subjects about their explicit trait pref-
erences gets at the theoretical phenomenon of interest too blatantly—
especially if these preferences work at a more subtle level. To test this,
we report the results from a second experiment. Specifically, we con-
ducted another 2 × 2 between‐subjects experiment, asking subjects
to rate how well‐suited for being prime minister a given target individ-
ual low or high in attractiveness (attractiveness conditions) seemed.
Moreover, subjects stated their impression in relation to the current
COVID‐19 crisis or in a neutral scenario (context conditions).

Participants. Subjects were the same 1782 Danes who participated
in the first experiment (see Test 1). Conditions across the two experi-
ments were assigned at random to make sure that any sequence effects
canceled out. However, the experiment for Test 2 was always pre-
sented after the trait rating experiment (Test 1) with unrelated filler
questions in between (see Test 1 for power calculations).

Procedure. Based on first impressions, participants were instructed
to state how well‐suited they found the assigned target individual to
be for the job of Danish prime minister. Importantly, we introduced
the task to subjects by randomly highlighting the COVID‐19 crisis (in
brackets below). Specifically, the instruction read “Now we are inter-
ested in your first impressions about the appearance of a good leader.
We ask you to imagine that the person shown on the screen below is
prime minister in Denmark [during the current health crisis caused
by the spread of coronavirus]. How good a prime minister does the per-
son in your opinion appear to be [in this situation]?” Responses were
collected on a 1–7 scale, reflecting “Very bad” and “Very good” respec-
tively (M = 3.38, SD = 1.24). The attractiveness condition randomly
assigned subjects to evaluate a low‐ or high‐attractiveness target as
prime minister. The target faces were collected from the Chicago face
database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015), which contains front face
target faces that are pre‐rated on relevant characteristics such as attrac-
tiveness. Due to survey space restrictions, we only included one low‐
and one high‐attractiveness target, respectively. To hold constant
age, gender and ethnicity, we chose Caucasian male targets with almost
identical perceived age (30.9 and 28.6 years, respectively). Further-
more, we sought to maximize rated attractiveness for the targets
through our choice of faces—2.65 and 4.59 on a 1–7 scale for the
low and high target, respectively—while keeping other factors as con-
stant as possible (see SOM S.5. for information about used face materi-
als). We designed the experiment based on a difference‐in‐differences
logic, which compares ratings of the high‐attractiveness target face in
the COVID‐19 condition to ratings in the control condition and com-
pares this difference to the same contextually induced rating difference
for the low‐attractiveness target face (following the design logic of
Study 2 in Bøggild & Laustsen, 2016). That is, if the COVID‐19 pan-
demic enhances preferences for attractive leaders, the high‐
attractiveness target should receive better ratings as prime minister
than the low‐attractiveness target and the COVID‐19 condition should
enhance this difference compared to the control condition.
Fig. 2. Average rated prime minister potential across experimental conditions
from Test 2 with 95 percent confidence intervals.
Results and discussion

We first tested whether the high‐attractiveness target received
preferential evaluations with regard to prime minister potential.
5

Results show that the low‐ and high‐attractiveness targets received
ratings of 2.99 and 3.78, respectively, which also constitutes a statis-
tically significant difference (b = 0.79, SE = 0.06, p < 0.001). Con-
sequently, in line with a vast number of published studies (e.g.
Berggren et al., 2010; Verhulst et al., 2010), attractiveness enhances
subjects’ leadership evaluations of these unknown target leaders. Sec-
ond, we tested the key prediction that the preferential leadership
evaluation of the attractive target is particularly strong in the
COVID‐19 condition compared to the control condition. However,
the two‐way interaction between the attractiveness condition and
the context condition remains non‐significant (b = 0.07,
SE = 0.11, p = 0.531). That is, the preferential rating of the high‐
over the low‐attractiveness target is indistinguishable in the
COVID‐19 (b = 0.83, SE = 0.08, p < 0.001) and the control condi-
tions (b = 0.76, SE = 0.07, p < 0.001) (See SOM S.6 for full mod-
els). This is further illustrated in Fig. 2.

One main pattern stands out across Tests 1 and 2: Experimentally
induced COVID‐19 threats did not increase preferences for attractive-
ness in leaders at the outbreak of the COVID‐19 pandemic in Denmark.
However, it might be that subjects’ preferences for leader attractive-
ness and health respond to geographic variation in COVID‐19 threat.
Test 3 investigates this possibility across the experiments reported
under Tests 1 and 2.
Test 3: Geographical threat intensity and leader preferences at
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic

Method

Design: The central organizational units of the Danish healthcare
system are the five Danish regions. During the first phase of the
COVID‐19 pandemic, Danish health authorities also communicated
geographical variance in disease intensity to the public based on these
regions. At later stages of the pandemic, health authorities were able
to provide information about disease intensity at a more local and,
thus, fine‐grained scale (see Test 6). However, limited by data avail-
ability from this initial stage of the pandemic, we focus on regional dif-
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ferences. The capital region (Greater Copenhagen) quickly emerged as
the most severely affected region, with more than 50% of all cases,
intensive care patients and deaths while only 30% of the total popula-
tion live there (Danish Statistics, 2021).

Participants. Subjects were again identical to the 1782 representa-
tive Danes used for Tests 1 and 2. Of these, 565 resided in Greater
Copenhagen, with the remaining 1217 subjects living throughout the
other four Danish regions.

Procedure. As described above, Greater Copenhagen quickly
emerged as the region most intensely affected by COVID‐19. This
holds across standard metrics of disease severity such as number
of reported COVID‐19 deaths and numbers of total and intensive
care hospitalizations. Consequently, our preregistered hypotheses
entail that in the context of the trait‐rating experiment (Test 1),
we compare subjects’ stated importance of attractiveness and health
as leader characteristics for residents of Greater Copenhagen versus
the remaining regions. Likewise, in the context of the visual attrac-
tiveness experiment (Test 2), we compared subjects’ ratings of prime
minister potential for the attractive versus the less attractive targets
across subjects residing in Greater Copenhagen versus any other
region. When estimating regional differences we also control for
gender, age and education (although results remain unchanged
without the control variables).
5 Because the use of Chronbach’s alpha as a measure of scale reliability has been
questioned (Open Sciene Collaboration, 2000; Osburn, 1997), we also calculate McDon-
ald’s Omega, which shows similar levels of satisfactory reliability: ΩPVD=0.81; ΩPerc.

Infect.=0.90; ΩGerm Avers.=0.74.
6 Replication data and command files for Test 4, 5 and 6 (contained in Survey 2) is

publicly available via the Open Science Foundation: https://osf.io/fzh8v/.
Results and discussion

We first investigated regional differences in relation to rated impor-
tance of attractiveness and health as leader characteristics (Test 1).
Subjects residing in Greater Copenhagen did not rate either attractive-
ness (b = 0.01, SE = 0.13, p = 0.931) or health (b = −0.13,
SE = 0.10, p = 0.203) as more important in a prime minister than
subjects who resided outside the Danish capital. Moreover, preferences
for attractiveness and health in a colleague were unaffected by regio-
nal residence. Finally, exploratory analyses reveal non‐significant
regional differences in trait ratings for prime minister and colleague
across the four remaining traits, with only one exception. Subjects
residing in Greater Copenhagen reported reduced importance for
prime minister power compared to subjects in the rest of Denmark
(see SOM S.7.1. for full models).

Next, we tested whether ratings of prime minister potential
between the low‐ and high‐attractiveness targets (obtained as part
of the experiment for Test 2) were larger for Copenhageners com-
pared to subjects residing elsewhere. Again, results are unsupportive
of the prediction, with the two‐way interaction between attractive-
ness condition (low vs. high) and geographical residence (Greater
Copenhagen vs. rest of Denmark) remaining non‐significant
(b = 0.04, SE = 0.12, p = 0.720). Furthermore, geographical
residence remained non‐significantly related to ratings of both the
low‐ (b = ‐0.04, SE = 0.08, p = 0.645) and high‐attractiveness
target (b = 0.00, SE = 0.09, p = 0.965) (see SOM S.7.2 for full
model).

In sum, across the two sets of analyses of geographic differences,
we found hardly any evidence that the regional intensity of the spread
of COVID‐19 during the intense and early stages of the pandemic
affected subjects’ preferences for attractiveness and health (nor any
other surveyed traits) in Danish prime ministers. However, it may be
the case that any effects of disease threats like COVID‐19 on leader
preferences do not appear immediately. Perhaps instead it takes some
time after an outbreak before followers and citizens modify their trait
preferences in leaders? Moreover, White et al. (2013) originally tested
their theory on leader preferences both inside and outside the domain
of politics, while Tests 1–3 focused on political leadership. Thus, it
could be that effects of COVID‐19 on leader preferences are stronger
for non‐political leaders. For these reasons, we fielded another survey
one year into the COVID‐19 pandemic.
6

Test 4: Disease threats and desired leadership characteristics one
year into the COVID-19 pandemic

Method

Design: Test 4 replicated the trait rating experiment from our first
survey (Test 1) with three essential adjustments. First, we substituted
colleague with “Boss” at the subject’s job as the contrast category to
prime minister for rated importance of attractiveness, health, compe-
tence, trustworthiness, dominance and power. That is, subjects were
randomly assigned to rate trait importance for a boss or prime minister
(target conditions) under either COVID‐19 or a control condition (con-
text conditions). Second, in order to test whether individual differ-
ences in tendencies to fear diseases predict leader preferences, we
included the 15‐item measure of Perceived Vulnerability to Disease
(PVD) in our survey. Specifically, PVD captures “chronic concerns
about the transmission of infectious diseases” (Duncan et al., 2009:
p. 541) (M = 0.46, SD = 0.16, α = 0.82). The PVD scale consists
of Perceived Infectability (M = 0.34, SD = 0.22, α = 0.90) and Germ
Aversion (M = 0.57, SD = 0.19, α = 0.73), respectively.5 While Per-
ceived Infectability taps “beliefs about immunological functioning and
personal susceptibility to infectious diseases,” Germ Aversion measures
“aversive affective responses to situations that connote a relatively high
likelihood of pathogen transmission” (Duncan et al., 2009: p. 542). In
our analyses, we first employed the general PVD variable as predictor
of trait importance and then the two subscales. Relatedly, subjects also
answered five questions tapping whether the subject herself or her close
friends or relatives faced severe risks if infected by coronavirus. Subjects
could answer yes or no to each question. Aggregating across the five
answers, we formed a 0–5 scale for self‐reported COVID‐19 risks
(M= 0.71, SD = 0.93). Third, the second survey included manipulation
checks asking subjects to report their perceived risks from COVID‐19 in
experimental situations (COVID‐19 vs. control conditions). Perceived
risk was captured on a five‐point scale with 1 and 5 reflecting “Very lit-
tle risk” and “Very severe risk,” respectively (M = 2.46, SD = 0.93).

We fielded the second survey from March 26, 2021 and finished
data collection on March 31, 2021 (during the second major lockdown
of Denmark). We focus on the pre‐registered tests for attractiveness
and health but also report results for remaining traits.

Participants. 1515 Danes representative with respect to age
(>18 years old; M = 50.9, SD = 18.3), gender (51.8 percent females)
and geographical region were collected and financially compensated
through Epinion. Similar to the first survey, sample size was deter-
mined based on budgetary constraints. Yet, with the dependent vari-
ables measured on a 7‐point scale and assuming a 1.8 standard
deviation, we can capture the following effects with 90% power in a
2 × 2 design: effects as small as 0.3 scale points for main effects, a dif-
ference of 0.5 comparing two individual groups, and interaction effects
of about 0.7 (see SOM S.8 for sample descriptives).6

Procedure. As already stated, Test 4 followed the same procedure
described for Test 1,with subjects randomly assigned to rate trait impor-
tance in a boss or a Danish prime minister (target conditions) under
either a COVID‐19 or a control condition (context conditions). At the
time of the data collection, Danes had lived with coronavirus for more
than a year. Tominimize risks of subjects in the control condition think-
ing about coronavirus, the instructions in the control condition read:
“We ask you to imagine that society has returned to its normal condi-
tions, as before the coronavirus pandemic hit Denmark.” Instructions
in the COVID‐19 condition reused the text from Test 1. Responses for

https://osf.io/fzh8v/


Fig. 3. Average rated importance of six traits in prime minister and boss (Test 4) with 95 percent confidence intervals.
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rated trait importance were collected on 1 to 7 scales reflecting “Not at
all important” and “Very important,” respectively. Across conditions,
rated importance of health (M = 5.16, SD = 1.48) was approximately
twice as large as for attractiveness (M=2.64, SD=1.74),with absolute
levels close to the results from Test 1.7
Results and discussion

Manipulation checks revealed that subjects assigned to the COVID‐
19 condition perceived a larger risk from coronavirus than subjects in
the control condition (MCOVID‐19 = 2.63, Mcontrol = 2.29, tdiff = 7.13,
p < 0.001).8 Thus, the manipulation worked as intended. Next, we
tested whether the COVID‐19 condition upregulates preferences for
health and attractiveness in a Danish prime minister and boss. For
health, we found a negative and significant effect for prime minister
(b = −0.35, SE = 0.11, p = 0.001) corresponding to a substantially
small effect size with Cohen’s d = −0.24. In contrast the effect
remained non‐significant for boss (b = 0.07, SE = 0.011, p = 0.532).
For attractiveness, both analyses yielded non‐significant differences
(prime minister: b = −0.13, SE = 0.13, p = 0.347; boss: b = 0.15,
SE = 0.12, p = 0.197). In sum, these results do not support the predic-
tion that the COVID‐19 pandemic enhanced preferences for healthy and
attractive leaders. If anything, subjects exhibited reduced preferences for
a healthy prime minister in the COVID‐19 condition (Test 1 found an
non‐significant difference in the same direction). Although not pre‐
registered, we also tested whether the COVID‐19 condition changed
rated importance across the four remaining traits. Interestingly, results
reveal that the COVID‐19 condition lowered rated importance of compe-
tence and trustworthiness in both a prime minister (bcompetence =−0.25,
SE = 0.08, p = 0.003; btrustw. = −0.21, SE = 0.08, p = 0.008) and a
boss (bcompetence = −0.40, SE = 0.09, p < 0.001; btrustw. = −0.32,
SE = 0.08, p < 0.001). For dominance and power, we found non‐
7 Similar to results reported for Test 1, ratings of health and attractiveness are positively
correlated for both targets: rPrime Minister=0.31, p<0.001; rBoss=0.26, p<0.001. See SOM
S.9 for correlations across all six trait ratings separately for the two targets.

8 Further testifying to the success of the manipulation, 65.4 percent of the subjects in
the COVID‐19 condition compared to 27.0 percent in the control condition (tdiff.=16.2,
p<0.001) reported that they thought of the last year and the coronavirus pandemic when
answering the trait rating questions.
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significant differences for both prime minister (bdominance = 0.04,
SE = 0.12, p = 0.747; bpower =−0.11, SE = 0.09, p = 0.209) and boss
(bdominance = 0.04, SE = 0.10, p = 0.725; bpower = −0.05, SE = 0.08,
p = 0.557). Average trait ratings across all conditions are displayed in
Fig. 3.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the COVID‐19 condition affected trait rat-
ings for prime minister and boss in similar ways except for health rat-
ings. Thus, it is hardly surprising that interactions between context
conditions and target conditions remained non‐significant for attrac-
tiveness, competence, trustworthiness, dominance and power ratings
(ps > 0.05), while for health a stronger negative effect of COVID‐19
was found for prime minister compared to boss (b = −0.42,
SE = 0.15, p = 0.006) (see SOM S.10.1 and S.10.2 for full models).
Finally, because both Test 1 and Test 4 obtained ratings of trait impor-
tance in a prime minister, we can report results from exploratory tests
of whether Danes changed trait preferences in their political leader
between March 2020 and March 2021. Interestingly, ratings for attrac-
tiveness remained unaffected (ps > 0.05), while rated importance of
health, competence, trustworthiness, dominance and power were
slightly reduced (ps < 0.05) (see SOM S.11 for illustration of average
prime minister trait ratings across Tests 1 and 4).

Following these experimental tests, we tested whether subjects’
self‐reported risks related to coronavirus and Perceived Vulnerability
to Disease (PVD) predicted rated importance of health and attractive-
ness in a prime minister and a boss. Controlling for subjects’ gender,
age and education, self‐reported risks related to coronavirus positively
and significantly predicted rated importance of health in a prime min-
ister (b = 0.14, SE = 0.06, p = 0.023). To evaluate the substantial
strength of this relationship we used our model to calculate the differ-
ence in reported importance of health corresponding to a difference of
an interquartile range (IQR, the 25th and the 75th percentiles) in self‐
reported risks. We found such a difference to equal 0.14 scale points
(on a 1–7 scale), which we conceive of as a small effect. Next, we
found positive but non‐significant relationships between self‐
reported risks and ratings of health in a boss (b = 0.09, SE = 0.06,
p = 0.108) and for ratings of attractiveness for both prime minister
(b = 0.13, SE = 0.07, p = 0.081) and boss (b = 0.09, SE = 0.06,
p = 0.178). Likewise, self‐reported risks remained non‐significantly



Fig. 4. Predicted relationships between Perceived Vulnerability to Disease and its sub-scales, Perceived Infectability and Germ Aversion, and six traits rated for
prime minister and boss (Test 4) with 95 percent confidence intervals.
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related to ratings of competence, trustworthiness, dominance and
power (ps > 0.05) (see SOM S.12 for full models).9

Subsequently, we estimated relationships between PVD and trait
importance (with the same control variables), finding a positive and
significant relationship between PVD and rated importance of health
in a prime minister (b = 1.06, SE = 0.35, p = 0.002) and a positive
relationship that falls just short of conventional levels of statistical sig-
nificance for prime minister attractiveness (b = 0.82, SE = 0.42,
p = 0.053). To evaluate the substantial strength of the former relation-
ship, we calculated the predicted difference in reported health impor-
tance for prime minister corresponding to a difference of one IQR in
subject PVD. This yielded a difference of 0.24 scale points (on a 1–7
scale), which we see as a rather small effect. For trait ratings in a boss,
PVD relates positively to both health (b = 0.47, SE = 0.32,
p = 0.146) and attractiveness (b = 0.83, SE = 0.35, p = 0.019),
although only the latter relationship is significant (for this relationship
a difference of one IQR in PVD yields a substantially small effect of
0.19 scale points in rated attractiveness). For the remaining traits,
PVD emerged as a significant and positive predictor of rated impor-
tance of dominance (b = 1.50, SE = 0.38, p < 0.001) and power
(b = 0.65, SE = 0.27, p = 0.016; for competence and trustworthiness:
ps > 0.05) in a prime minister. For a boss, PVD only significantly pre-
dicted ratings of dominance (b = 0.59, SE = 0.30, p = 0.047; for
remaining traits: ps > 0.05) (see SOM S.13 for full models). The lower
panel of Fig. 4 illustrates these relationships.10

These results support the theoretical prediction that PVD relates
positively to rated importance of attractiveness and health in leaders
—although not always significantly so. However, as illustrated in
Fig. 4, PVD also predicts rated importance of dominance and power
(only for prime minister). This suggests that subjects who are chroni-
cally concerned about the transmission of infectious disease might pre-
9 Furthermore, interactions between target condition and self‐reported risks remained
non‐significant across all six traits (ps>0.05).
10 While reported tests controlled for gender, age and education, Fig. 4 reports bivariate
relationships between PVD (and sub‐scales) and trait ratings. Reassuringly, patterns
remain similar for both set of tests.
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fer a wider set of traits in leaders than only attractiveness and health.
Departing slightly from the pre‐registration, we further provide
exploratory tests of how each of the PVD subscales—Perceived
Infectability and Germ Aversion—relate to rated trait importance.
Although positively correlated (r = 0.26, p < 0.001), very different
results emerged for the two subscales. Perceived Infectability only
related positively to rated importance of dominance in a prime minis-
ter (b = 0.61, SE = 0.28, p = 0.027; for remaining traits: ps > 0.05).
In stark contrast, Germ Aversion positively predicted all traits across
prime minister (bhealth = 1.25, SE = 0.29, p < 0.001; battrac. = 1.06,
SE = 0.36, p = 0.003; bcompetence = 0.52, SE = 0.22, p = 0.018;
btrustw. = 0.41, SE = 0.21, p = 0.057; bdominant = 1.28, SE = 0.32,
p < 0.001; bpower = 1.00, SE = 0.23, p < 0.001) and boss
(bhealth = 1.11, SE = 0.28, p < 0.001; battrac. = 1.10, SE = 0.31,
p < 0.001; bcompetence = 0.64, SE = 0.22, p = 0.004; btrustw. = 0.62,
SE = 0.21, p = 0.003; bdominant = 0.46, SE = 0.26, p = 0.084;
bpower = 0.78, SE = 0.22, p = 0.001), and almost all relationships
are significant (see SOM S.14.1 and S.14.2 for full models). To evalu-
ate the substantial strength of these relationships we again calculated
the predicted difference in trait importance (based on the regression
models) caused by a difference of one IQR in Germ Aversion. For rat-
ings of health this yields differences of 0.34 and 0.30 scale points (1–7
scale) for prime minister and boss, respectively, which we see as mod-
erately small. These results are illustrated in the middle (Perceived
Infectability) and upper panels (Germ Aversion) in Fig. 4. Finally, to
explore whether the relationships between PVD (or the two sub‐
scales) and rated trait importance are indeed linear, we also estimated
similar models using ordered logit regression, as well as a locally esti-
mated scatterplot smoother (LOESS). These alternatives give rise to the
same substantial conclusions (see SOM S.15 and S.16).

Across analyses of individual differences related to perceived dis-
ease threats, both self‐reported risks related to COVID‐19 and PVD
relate positively to rated importance of health and attractiveness but
also dominance and power in leaders. However, exploring the relation-
ships at the level of PVD’s subscales, Germ Aversion emerges as the
strongest predictor of rated trait importance in both a prime minister
and a boss. Importantly, this holds not only for attractiveness and
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health but also for competence, trustworthiness, dominance and
power. Thus, rather than supporting the theoretical expectation that
individuals who fear diseases (and, thus, COVID‐19) should hold par-
ticularly strong preferences for healthy and attractive leaders, our
results suggest that these individuals hold stronger preferences for a
wide range of leadership traits. In other words, individuals who are
prone to fearing diseases just seem to prefer leaders who score higher
on any imaginable trait. We return to this point in the general
discussion.

One might possibly argue that this trait rating experiment (like Test
1) employs a research design that too blatantly measures subjects’
preferences for leader attractiveness. Test 5 therefore tests the predic-
tion that disease threat heightens preferences for attractive leaders
using a research design that more subtly investigates subjects’ prefer-
ences for visual attractiveness in non‐political leaders when primed to
think of the COVID‐19 pandemic.
Fig. 5. Average hiring decisions across low- and high-attractiveness targets
and context conditions in Test 5 with 95 percent confidence intervals.
Test 5: Disease threats and preferences for attractive leaders one
year into the COVID-19 pandemic

Method

Design: To test whether COVID‐19 threat upregulates subtle prefer-
ences for attractiveness in leaders, we conducted another experiment,
this time closely building on Study 4 reported in White et al. (2013). In
our experiment, subjects were asked to imagine themselves working in
a private company that is about to hire both a new immediate boss and
a new coworker relative to the respondent. Physical contact with the
coworker and the boss was described in similar ways, approximating
one weekly meeting. Subjects were assigned to either a control or a
disease threat condition, with the latter asking them to think of the
most severe time during the COVID‐19 pandemic (context conditions).
Next, all subjects were shown—in random order—six different male
individuals and asked whether each individual should be hired as a
coworker or boss. Importantly, the six male individuals varied on per-
ceived attractiveness, with three high‐ and low‐attractiveness targets,
respectively. All six targets were either current or former Norwegian
members of parliament and thus resembled Danish male individuals,
maximizing Test 50s realism. Specifically, the high‐ and low‐
attractiveness photos were chosen based on a rating study with unmor-
phed versions of all 20 candidate photos employed in Laustsen and
Petersen (2020) (the rating study measured attractiveness on a 1–7
point scale with the following result for the materials used here:
Mhigh attrac. = 4.57, Mlow attrac. = 2.65, t‐test for diff.: t = 23.22,
p < 0.001). Because all respondents evaluated all six male individuals,
the attractiveness conditions (high vs. low) constitute a within subject
experimental factor, whereas the context conditions constitute a
between subjects factor.

Participants. Subjects were the same 1515 Danes who participated
in Test 4. Conditions across experiments for Tests 4 and 5 were
assigned at random to make sure that any sequence effects canceled
out. However, subjects always participated in the Test 5 experiment
after participating in the Test 4 experiment (unrelated filler questions
appeared between the two experiments).

Procedure. Based on first impressions from photos of the six appli-
cants, subjects indicated whether a given applicant should be hired
as coworker or boss, using a 6‐point scale with endpoints 1 and 6
reflecting “Definitely coworker” and “Definitely boss,” respectively
(M = 3.43, SD = 1.25) (Study 4 reported by White et al. (2013) used
an identical response scale). Finally, after the hiring decision ques-
tions, we included a manipulation check identical to the question
described for Test 4, asking subjects to indicate perceived risk from
coronavirus in the situation they thought of while answering the hiring
questions (1–5 scale, with 5 reflecting “Very severe risk”: M = 2.00,
SD = 0.91).
9

The design for this experiment builds on a difference‐in‐differences
logic by testing whether subjects differ in their hiring decisions for
high‐ and low‐attractiveness targets and whether this difference varies
between control and COVID‐19 conditions. If the theoretical expecta-
tion holds, we should expect subjects to preferentially hire high‐
attractiveness targets as their boss in the COVID‐19 condition. In the
context of this experiment, this entails a significant and positive inter-
action between context condition and attractiveness condition.
Because each subject made six hiring decisions (recall that target
attractiveness varied within subject), we cluster standard errors at
the subject level in the reported analyses.
Results and discussion

Manipulation checks revealed that subjects assigned to the COVID‐
19 condition perceived a greater risk from coronavirus than subjects in
the control condition (MCOVID‐19 = 2.10, Mcontrol = 1.90, tdiff = 4.35,
p < 0.001). Thus, the manipulation worked as intended, although not
as strongly as for Test 4. Next, we tested the key prediction that sub-
jects will hire high attractiveness targets as bosses with greater fre-
quency in the COVID‐19 compared to the control condition.
However, the two‐way interaction between attractiveness condition
and context condition remained non‐significant (b = 0.08,
SE = 0.05, p = 0.133). Moreover, target attractiveness remained
non‐significant related to subjects’ hiring decisions in the control
(b = −0.03, SE = 0.04, p = 0.473) as well as the COVID‐19 condi-
tion (b = 0.05, SE = 0.04, p = 0.150) (see SOM S.17 for full models).
Fig. 5 below illustrates these non‐significant results.

Next, we tested whether self‐reported risks and PVD positively pre-
dicted preferences for attractive leaders. In the context of the hiring
experiment, this entails a two‐way interaction between either self‐
reported risk or PVD and the attractiveness condition. Because the
two individual difference variables were observed rather than ran-
domly assigned, we controlled for subjects’ gender, age and education
and included the context condition in the models. For self‐reported
risks we found a significant but negative interaction with assigned
attractiveness condition (b = −0.08, SE = 0.03, p = 0.007), which
means that subjects reporting higher risks from COVID‐19 were less,
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rather than more, likely to hire the attractive targets as their boss. For
PVD we found an non‐significant interaction with target attractiveness
(b = 0.19, SE = 0.18, p = 0.302). Furthermore, we conducted similar
exploratory tests using each of PVD’s sub‐scales and found non‐
significant interactions for both Perceived Infectability (see SOM
S.18 for full model).

In total, the results from this hiring experiment (Test 5) do not sup-
port the theory that COVID‐19 enhances preferences for visually
attractive leaders. Our results do not support either that subjects
assigned to the experimental COVID‐19 context or that subjects high
in self‐reported risks from COVID‐19 or PVD preferentially hire attrac-
tive individuals as bosses rather than as coworkers. In contrast, the
only significant finding from Test 5 shows that individuals who self‐
reported facing larger risks from COVID‐19 were less likely to hire
attractive targets as bosses.
Test 6: Geographical threat intensity and leader preferences one
year into the COVID-19 pandemic

Our final test of the overall prediction—that COVID‐19 threat
upregulates preferences for attractive and healthy leaders—links
real‐world variation across Danish municipalities in disease threat
from COVID‐19 to the two experiments reported as Tests 4 and 5.
Thus, Test 6 mirrors Test 3 from our first survey. However, when we
fielded the second survey, Danish health authorities had begun offer-
ing data on local variation in COVID‐19 contamination risks at the
municipality rather than the regional level. Consequently, Test 6
employs this more fine‐grained geographical variable for COVID‐19
severity.

Method

Design: To test how geographical variation in COVID‐19 severity
potentially relates to preferences for attractive and healthy leaders,
we collected data from Statistics Denmark on the total number of con-
firmed COVID‐19 cases per 100,000 people for each of the 98 Danish
municipalities as of March 26, 2021 (M= 3959, SD = 1705). Because
Epinion provided municipal belonging for each of our subjects, we
were able to append the variable for municipal COVID‐19 severity to
our survey responses.

Participants. Subjects were the same 1515 Danes who participated
in Tests 4 and 5.

Procedure. In the context of the trait rating experiment (Test 4), our
preregistered hypotheses entail testing whether subjects rate attrac-
tiveness and health as more important in a prime minister and a boss
the stronger the local threat from COVID‐19. Likewise, in the context
of the hiring experiment (Test 5), we predicted subjects’ tendencies to
preferentially hire attractive targets as their boss would grow with
increasing levels of local COVID‐19 threat. When estimating municipal
differences we also controlled for subjects’ gender, age and education
as well as the relevant experimental conditions.

Results and discussion

First, we linked local COVID‐19 severity to the trait rating experi-
ment (Test 4). Local COVID‐19 severity remained unrelated to both
health (b = −0.00, SE = 0.00, p = 0.237) and attractiveness
(b = −0.00, SE = 0.00, p = 0.124) in a prime minister. Similarly,
non‐significant relationships were found for boss with respect to
health (b = −0.00, SE = 0.00, p = 0.585) and attractiveness
(b = −0.00, SE = 0.00, p = 0.522). Finally, exploratory analyses
for all remaining traits also yielded non‐significant relationships
between local COVID‐19 severity and rated trait importance for both
targets (ps > 0.05) (see SOM S.19 for full model). Second, we tested
whether local COVID‐19 severity related positively to preferentially
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hiring the attractive targets as boss rather than colleague in the hiring
experiment (Test 5). Specifically, we tested whether local COVID‐19
severity interacts with target attractiveness. This is not the case
(b =−0.00, SE = 0.00, p = 0.813). Moreover, local COVID‐19 sever-
ity remained non‐significantly (and negatively) related to hiring both
high‐ and low‐attractiveness targets as boss (ps > 0.05) (see SOM
S.20 for full model). In sum, we found no signs across the data col-
lected in our second survey (Tests 4 and 5) that local disease threats
stemming from COVID‐19 relate to trait preferences in leaders or to
preferences for attractive leaders.
General discussion

Results summary and practical implications

In this article we report the results from six well‐powered and pre‐
registered tests of whether the COVID‐19 pandemic affected trait pref-
erences in leaders. Building on the theory and results reported by
White et al. (2013) that disease threat upregulates preferences for
attractive and healthy leaders, we predicted that the threat from
COVID‐19 would also enhance preferences for attractiveness and
health among our subjects. Specifically, we tested whether i) subjects
experimentally assigned to COVID‐19 conditions (compared to control
conditions), ii) subjects with strong predispositions against disease
threat and risks (as measured by self‐reported risks related to
COVID‐19 or by Perceived Vulnerability to Disease), or iii) subjects liv-
ing in geographic regions most severely affected by the COVID‐19 pan-
demic upregulated their preferences for attractive and healthy political
and non‐political leaders. In addition, we gathered data at two very
different time points during the COVID‐19 pandemic: at the early
stages of the first lockdown of Danish society and one year into the
pandemic. Moreover, we tested subjects’ explicit trait preferences in
leaders as well as implicit preferences for visual attractiveness in lead-
ers. Yet across all tests and analyses we find very little evidence that
the COVID‐19 pandemic enhanced follower preferences for attractive-
ness and health in leaders. In contrast, the clearest results actually
speak against the theoretical prediction in interesting ways. First,
using colleague as contrast category to prime minister, Test 1 revealed
a significant rise in importance of health in a colleague for subjects
assigned to the COVID‐19 rather than the control condition. This sug-
gests that disease threat might primarily regulate trait preferences in
more proximate social relations—such as a colleague who potentially
constitutes a real risk of contamination—rather than in leaders with
whom followers more rarely interact. Second, Test 4 revealed that
individual differences in Germ Aversion—tapping aversive affective
responses to situations that connote a relatively high likelihood of
pathogen transmission—relate positively to all six traits included in
the study. In other words, individuals who generally fear disease and
contamination report enhanced preferences for a wide range of leader-
ship traits in political and non‐political leaders alike rather than for
attractiveness and health in particular. The most straightforward inter-
pretation of this finding seems to be that followers who are chronically
fearful of disease and illness seek out more archetypal leaders across
the board.
Theoretical implications

Theoretically, our results hold important implications in several
ways. Fist, if disease threats based on a global pandemic like COVID‐
19 do not activate evolved followership psychology leading to
enhanced preferences for attractiveness and health, one might con-
clude that this falsifies the theory presented by White et al. (2013).
However, before drawing this conclusion, one should bear in mind
that White et al. (2013)'s original studies manipulated disease threat
through verbal disease threat stories and visual cues in photos and also
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used macro‐level indicators of general pathogen and disease threat as
opposed to our stimuli and indicators all focusing on COVID‐19. Con-
sequently, future research should seek to further test the theory, seek-
ing to clarify whether it works more strongly for certain modes and
primes of disease threat than others. Such studies will also help
address the broader question of why it is that followers and voters tend
to like attractive politicians (Berggren et al., 2010; Rosar et al., 2008).

Second, recent studies find that disease threats enhance conser-
vatism, nationalism, anti‐immigrant sentiments and authoritarianism
(e.g. Beall, Hofer, & Schaller, 2016; Hartman et al., 2020). Relatedly,
given that preferences for having a strong and dominant leader are
often politically connected to these attitudinal dimensions, one might
generate the prediction that disease threats should also upregulate
preferences for dominant and powerful leaders. Yet results from Tests
1 and 4 show that this is seemingly not the case. This suggest that dis-
ease threats like the COVID‐19 pandemic do not uniformly cause
authoritarian swings in behavioral and attitudinal dispositions. Rather,
such effects vary across the more specific attitudinal dimension in
question. An important question for future research is therefore which
specific attitudes, often seen as parts of a larger authoritarian package,
are affected by disease threats and which are not.

Third, the absent effects of disease threat contexts are interesting
given the well‐established effects of intergroup conflict on trait prefer-
ences (dominance) in leaders (e.g. Laustsen & Petersen, 2016; Little,
2014). The idea that intergroup conflict and disease threat might affect
leader preferences stems from evolutionary psychological theories of
leadership and followership. These theories argue that humans possess
a set of adapted psychological mechanisms (sometimes referred to as
“a followership psychology”) regulating leader preferences as a func-
tion of the intensity of evolutionarily relevant problems for coordina-
tion among group members (e.g. Van Vugt, 2006; von Rueden & van
Vugt, 2015; Laustsen, 2021). Importantly, both intergroup conflict
and disease threat constitute two evolutionarily relevant problems that
most likely have molded human psychology in multiple ways. How-
ever, based on the absent effects of the COVID‐19 contexts employed
in Tests 1–6 on a range of traits as well as on preferences for facial
attractiveness in leaders, one might consider whether intergroup con-
flict and disease threat constitute equally important contexts for under-
standing followership psychology. Based on the absent effects reported
in this article, it could be possible that intergroup conflict has exerted
much greater evolutionary pressures on human followership psychol-
ogy and that intergroup conflict is also a much stronger contextual fac-
tor in regulating leader preferences among individuals in modern
large‐scale societies. Yet disease threat might still also affect leader
preferences on traits not covered in the tests reported here. Hence, fur-
ther studies that explore alternative theoretical accounts linking dis-
ease threat to leader trait preferences are warranted before one can
draw any firm conclusions about the relative importance of disease
threat vis‐à‐vis other evolutionarily relevant contexts for followership
and leadership psychology.

Limitations and future research

One obvious risk involved with testing how experimental primes of
COVID‐19 threat potentially affect leader preferences in the middle of
an ongoing pandemic relates to pre‐treatment effects: subjects are
already affected by the COVID‐19 pandemic before entering our exper-
imental tests. However, three findings suggest that the omnipresent
COVID‐19 threat did not drive the lack of significance in our experi-
mental tests. First, as already stressed, Test 1 found that subjects
upregulate the importance of health in a colleague when primed to
think of the COVID‐19 pandemic. This is a meaningful response given
that contact with ill colleagues could possibly contaminate the subject.
Second, manipulation checks from Tests 4 and 5 show that experimen-
tal conditions based on COVID‐19 did affect perceived disease risk as
expected. Third, if pre‐treatment were driving our results, we should
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also observe that subjects—across tests and conditions—exhibit prefer-
ences for attractiveness and health in leaders that are close to scale
maximums (i.e. signs of ceiling effects). Figs. 1–5 clearly show that this
is not the case. Thus, it seems unlikely that the COVID‐19 crisis caused
the insignificance of our experimental tests.

One might also wonder whether faces varying in perceived health
would have yielded different results compared to the faces varying in
attractiveness employed in Tests 2 and 5. Interestingly, Spisak, Blaker,
Lefevre, Moore, and Krebbers (2014) used faces directly manipulated
in perceived health and found that followers generally prefer
healthy‐looking leaders across a range of contexts, suggesting that
health, like attractiveness, comprises a so‐called first‐order trait that
followers value regardless of contextual conditions. Nevertheless,
future research might consider further testing whether disease threat
contexts enhance the importance of face‐based impressions of health
in leaders.

Relatedly, one might also consider how well our experimental
manipulations succeeded in evoking the intended perceptions of dis-
ease threat and—in the case of the tests involving visual stimuli—trait
impressions. This concern relates to the concept of “immersion” and
the idea that researchers should strive to “improve realism […] to
increase the level of immersion experienced by participants”
(Aguinis & Bradley, 2014: p. 361). Because our data was collected dur-
ing the COVID‐19 pandemic, problems of immersion (if they exist)
most likely relate to subjects in the control conditions also thinking
about disease threat (rather than participants in the COVID‐19 condi-
tion not thinking of disease threat). Yet our research designs sought to
deal with this issue in two ways. First, we collected data at two differ-
ent points in time with different wordings of the vignettes manipulat-
ing perceived disease threat, which suggests that the null findings are
not caused by specific materials or timing of data collection. Second,
the manipulation checks embedded in Tests 4 and 5 further underline
that the COVID‐19 and control conditions did indeed induce the
intended difference in perceived disease threat. With respect to the
face materials employed in Tests 2 and 5, we relied on visual stimuli
that were all previously rated to vary as intended on perceived attrac-
tiveness and, thus, we see no strong reasons to expect that participants
did not perceive the target faces as intended. Despite these features of
the employed research designs, we obviously cannot eliminate all con-
cerns about participant immersion. One interesting possibility worth
pursuing for future projects would be to investigate whether politi-
cians elected in real elections during the COVID‐19 pandemic were
more attractive or healthy‐looking compared to politicians elected
by the same electorate in the election before the COVID‐19 pandemic
hit. Unfortunately, such tests lie outside the possibilities of our
datasets.

Based on the above considerations and the new questions that arose
from our six tests, we urge future research to continue the mapping of
follower preferences for traits and characteristics in relation to disease
threat, intergroup conflict and other evolutionarily relevant and recur-
rent contexts.
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